In actuarial modelling of risk pricing and loss reserving in general insurance, also known as P&C or non-life insurance, there is business value in the predictive power and automation through machine learning. However, interpretability can be critical, especially in explaining to key stakeholders and regulators. We present a granular machine learning model framework to jointly predict loss development and segment risk pricing. Generalising the Payments per Claim Incurred (PPCI) loss reserving method with risk variables and residual neural networks, this combines interpretable linear and sophisticated neural network components so that the 'unexplainable' component can be identified and regularised with a separate penalty. The model is tested for a real-life insurance dataset, and generally outperformed PPCI on predicting ultimate loss for sufficient sample size.
may not be appropriate. Also, where there has been a significant mix shift in the risks insured-perhaps due to growth or shrinkage in particular segments-the portfolio approach breaks down and input from a granular view (often the pricing view) is needed. This suggests that a granular approach to reserving incorporating detailed policy or claims data should be able to model segmented results with better accuracy than simple allocation methods of portfolio Incurred But Not Reported (IBNR) reserves.
Granular Claims Models
Subsequently, a number of papers have emerged for granular model reserving. An earlier example is a GLM approach, using explanatory variables with conditioning for case estimates (Taylor et al. 2008) .
Regularisation via l1 and l2 losses are heavily used as a machine learning technique, both at the portfolio level for loss reserving (Miller et al. 2016 ), or at the granular level to select factors, fit splines or apply other useful constraints to otherwise overparametrised models (Semenovich et al. 2010 ).
Neural Networks
Neural network based architectures are extremely flexible and enables use of data in formats such as numerical, categorical, image, time series, and freeform text data. It also allows multiple concurrent outputs using multi-task neural networks (e.g., Fotso 2018; Poon 2018) , as well as outputs of a time series using recurrent neural network components such as the gated recurrent unit (Kuo 2018) .
However, explainability is an issue when applying this model to claims, as fully connected neural layers can contain large numbers of parameters. Attempts have been made at structuring the network in a more explainable way in other applications, such as constraining neural components to have only a single input and output neuron (Vaughan et al. 2018) , or recovering explainability of individual predictions through locally interpretable linear approximations (Ribeiro et al. 2016 ), but no approach has emerged as an industry standard to date, and it remains unclear whether a fully explainable model structure that preserves the predictive ability of a standard neural network is possible.
Residual Neural Networks
Residual networks ('ResNets') are a type of neural networks originally introduced in vision recognition (He et al. 2015) . This allows training of deeper networks for state-of-the-art performance, but has found value in other applications, including actuarial modelling (Schelldorfer and Wuthrich 2019) .
ResNets introduce the concept of 'skip connections', whereby an earlier layer is directly connected to a later layer ( Figure 1 ). An observation is that for a network with a single residual block, the skip connection is in itself a linear model, ensembled with the neural network layers. With the exponential activation function, the linear model becomes a log-link GLM. 
Embeddings
Embeddings are an encoding for categorical variables that is an alternative to one-hot encoding. Each label for a categorical factor is assigned a (typically) 1 × n vector representation that can be trained with the model. For n = 1, each category corresponds with only one value, the embedding can produce results equivalent to one-hot encoding in an additive model structure. or the Scaled Exponential Linear Unit (SELU), which is used in the model later in this paper:
For a standard feed-forward neural network with two hidden layers, we find b 1 , b 2 , b 3 and b 4 to approximately minimise actual loss versus predicted Loss(ŷ, y) where:
However, for the residual network, the skip connection can be added to the output.
Embeddings are an encoding for categorical variables that is an alternative to one-hot encoding. Each label for a categorical factor is assigned a (typically) 1 × n vector representation that can be trained with the model. For n = 1, each category corresponds with only one value, the embedding can produce results equivalent to one-hot encoding in an additive model structure.
Hyperparameter Selection
Layers of a neural network can be regularised separately, by applying a different λ hyperparameter for l1 or l2 regularisation loss to any of the B 1 , B 2 , B 3 and B 4 weights individually as above. For a given loss function Loss(ŷ, y), a fully parametrised regularised loss function would be as below (the model in the next section uses mean-squared error loss):
We discuss two approaches for selecting the regularisation parameters. The first is to optimise for holdout loss to find the most predictive model. One method to do so is a Random Grid Search, which tests random sets of hyperparameters and selects the model with the best holdout error, or Bayesian Optimisation, which estimates parameters via a Gaussian Process.
However, a second view is that regularisation provides a mechanism to penalise 'opaque' neural features in favour of 'transparent' linear features. When the regularisation parameters of the dense layers are set towards high values, the neural network components would shrink towards zero reducing the network to a linear model.
We put forward the concept that between the interpretable linear model and the residual network model, the regularisation parameter for residual network weights represents a continuum of models between those two competing objectives.
Also, by blending the residual model with the original model, we put forward the idea that the weights given to the linear model versus the residual network may potentially form a basis for evaluating the extent to which non-linear effects exist within the data-if the residual model is extremely effective, loss optimisation will bring the blend weight of the residual towards 1.0. Subsequently, the actuary should do additional manual analysis to improve interpretability. An iterative process of feature engineering such as creating splines for age could reduce the need for the opaque neural network component until the neural network is no longer needed.
However, in regards to penalising 'unexplainability' through regularising model components, an open question would be in regards to what economic value is to be assigned to interpretability of the model, such that an appropriate penalty can be applied.
With this in mind, we test this approach with a granular model that resembles a fully parametrised PPCI-like model, combining simple linear weights for interpretability with residual components for replicating non-linear effects.
Model

Definitions
Consider a dataset with dates, features, and claims development in the cross-tab format of Table 1 : Features are policy and risk details-rating factors or any details relevant for the risk premium model. This includes origin period, the start dates of triangulation, typically be accident month, quarter or year. Numerical features are normalised to a mean of zero and variance of one, and categorical features are integers encoded for the embeddings.
Exposure weights allow a yearly policy to be divided into multiple monthly records with earned exposure.
Incremental claim count and payments data are matched back to the exposure record and is split into columns by delay period. Delay represents times from accident to the date of claim reporting (counts) or payment with a maximum tail of 'n' periods. Per standard actuarial practice, these are ideally adjusted for inflation.
Consequently, the dataset is structured such that
•
The sum of 'claim counts reported by delay' by origin period is the incremental claims reported triangle, •
The sum of 'claim payments by delay' by origin period is the incremental payments triangle, •
If the claim counts and payments were the ultimates, it would be a typical GLM risk pricing dataset.
The dataset remains reasonably compact as claims are in cross-tab format, which is beneficial from a memory usage perspective.
This allows us to jointly fit a risk pricing and loss reserving model. Let:
• x i be features, for policy exposures i, including the accident or origin period, • w i,t be exposure weights for exposure i in delay period t, with missing data after the balance date being weighted as 0,
• C i,t be claim count reported for the exposure in delay period t, with C i = ΣC i,t and • P i,t be claim payments for the exposure in delay period t, with P i = ΣP i,t .
We wish to build a model for E(C i,t ) and E(P i,t ) based on x and w.
From Payments Per Claim Incurrred to Granular Model
A traditional PPCI model predicts expected payments P at delay t as a ratio of ultimate incurred C:
where c i is an estimate of ultimate claim count, and q t is the payments per claim incurred. However, these payments per claim can be factored into the expected claim severity and the percentage paid in each period.
Consequently, the Payment per Claim Incurred model can be expressed as a simple frequency model (c), a constant claim severity model (q) and a constant percentage paid per period model (b).
In the model, we replace these with granular models for each, which also meets the needs of risk pricing to model frequency and severity by rating factors.
Network
The network diagram is shown in Figure 2 . In the interpretable model, linear models of total frequency and payments per policy were set as a function of the features. With B representing linear weights, let:
With the exponential transform, they become GLMs. The payments per policy can also be set to follow the count logic for a risk premium model with p linear = B p x or a frequency-severity model by adding the frequency component at each step, such as with p linear = c linear + B p x.
To allocate that to the prediction of counts and payments at delay t, development parameters d c and d p were fitted with a log-softmax transform, let: c interpretable,t = w c,t × exp(c + log(softmax(d c,t ))).
The softmax transform enforces that the restriction that the sum of percentage developed is 100%. Without this constraint, it is possible for the expected claim count/paid to 'explode' with the percentage developed remaining at low values. In calculations, it is applied as logsoftmax due to numerical stability reasons.
Currently, the development function is fully parametrised but a future potential extension might be to apply a penalty for the percentage-developed distribution or splines to enforce smoothness of the development percentages. The 'neural model' is similar, except with the residual network components. The proposed network to predict expected frequency and cost per policy is set up with dense layers with outputs concatenated with the original inputs for the final linear model. Three dense layers is often considered to be sufficient for structured data problems but more can be added. For the model results below, SELU activation was used for stability reasons. Consequently, with b representing weight vectors, let:
Finally, a blended model is calculated by fitting a weighted average between the two models, with the weight constrained to be (0, 1) by fitting a parameter w c such that:
This is intended to provide an indication as to the explanatory power of the residual network compared to the simpler linear model. With optimised hyperparameters, one would expect residual network weights to converge to 1.0 if it always explained better than the linear model. Finally, a blended model is calculated by fitting a weighted average between the two models, with the weight constrained to be (0, 1) by fitting a parameter wc such that: Weightc = exp(wc)/(1 + exp(wc)),
cblended,t = Weightc cinterpretable,t + (1 − Weightc cneural,t)
This is intended to provide an indication as to the explanatory power of the residual network compared to the simpler linear model. With optimised hyperparameters, one would expect residual network weights to converge to 1.0 if it always explained better than the linear model. 
Loss
The loss function was set to optimise the sum of mean-squared error loss of all claims count and claims paid per policy for each of the interpretable, residual and blended networks in total, and the additional l1 penalties for the linear risk pricing weights.
One issue with multi-task learning is that if losses are imbalanced, the optimisation may favour one particular set of outputs. While Poisson and Tweedie losses may be more appropriate for counts and payments, respectively, as a simplification, the Mean Squared Error (MSE) (with the exponential activation function) was used for all outputs to avoid having to significantly address this issue. The backpropogated gradients are similar. This may have been insufficient as some results seen later on may have optimised the claims paid, which have higher variation than claims count. More sophisticated approaches would be possible.
Training: Dropout, Optimiser, Shuffling, Batch Size, and Learn Rate Scheduler
A dropout layer (Srivastava et al. 2014) was applied for training the residual network, and Adam (Kingma and Ba 2015) , an adaptive moment estimation optimiser, with separate l2 weight decay penalties for the linear risk pricing and residual network weights, was used as the optimiser for the model. Training data was shuffled to reduce mix bias within each batch. A high batch size was used given the sparsity of the data to ensure sufficient claims data in each batch and gradient norm clipping was applied to improve stability of the training process. Weights initialisation to suitable starting values, learn rate search and the '1cycle' learn rate scheduler (Smith 2018 ) was used to speed up convergence.
Language and Package
The model was coded in Python using the Pytorch package. Pytorch was chosen for its high level API compared to Tensorflow, ease of customisation compared to Keras, stability, wide usage and availability of documentation. The version of the code used in this paper was uploaded to: https://github.com/JackyP/penalised-unexplainability-network-payments-per-claim-incurred/blob/ 1e757249e4f20a75e5e645d5a9f2a7ffb089a8a7/punppci/pytorch.py, with the intention to further develop and, should it reach a state of maturity, to publish in the Python repository PyPI as package 'punppci'.
Dataset Used
Dataset Details
The model was tested on actual proprietary policy and claim data with 6 features, approximately 250,000 policy exposure records underwritten in 2015-2016 calendar year and 32,000 claims, with claim reported counts and claim paid amounts developed over 24 development months.
For testing accuracy, claims reported or payments transacted after 31 December 2016 was censored for model fitting and used as holdout data.
Cleaning and Sampling
As part of data preparation, large claims were capped and then both claim frequency and payment was scaled by average frequency and paid per policy of the censored data-an initial estimate of portfolio averages that was free of data leakage from the holdout data. Features were normalised using mean-variance standardisation, with categorical features one-hot encoded for simplicity (although embeddings is recognised to be ideal).
The model was tested on samples of the data of 5000, 10,000, 25,000, 50,000, 100,000 and 200,000 policies with hyperparameters as detailed in Section 4 to test the models' effectiveness with various dataset sizes, and then on the full dataset with hyperparameter search.
Comparison with Manual Selections for Chain Ladder and PPCI
The benchmarking is against a mechanical (or naïve) application of chain ladder and PPCI. In practice, factor selections would be based on both actuarial judgement, with manual identification of unusual events, selection of averages where checks for accident or calendar year trends, and manual smoothing of factors.
Consequently, a manual review of the full dataset was also conducted to validate whether there were features that would influence manual selections; however, the triangles were fairly unremarkable given the short duration of the dataset over two accident years, reasonably large size of sample and short tail, non-statutory insurance portfolio. Certain product segments were known to develop slower; however, there was no significant mix shift towards or away from those segments during the period. Individual claim factors also did not appear to have any trends.
Results
Sampling Sizes
For the sampling test, linear l1 and l2 were set to 0.01, the residual network l2 was set to zero for weights and biases. For the full dataset, hyperparameters were firstly grouped into 'l1 and l2 linear', 'l2 residual' and 'l2 bias', which were applied to both counts and paid for simplicity, and then Bayesian optimisation with the 'scikit-optimize' package was applied. Table 2 shows the comparison of the squared error between actual versus expected ultimates for the model compared with naïve chain ladder and PPCI. The model outperformed in predicting claim ultimate amounts for 75% of the test cases with policy exposures of 10,000 or over, however, failed to achieve good results for the cases with 5000 policies, due to frequent failing to converge. However, with neural networks being randomly initialised, there is significant variation in trained model predictions between training runs. We flag model reproducibility and stability as an issue to address for future research into neural based reserving approaches, with the observation that the random initialisations of training weights may lead to variations in the model predictions.
Bayesian Optimisation of Hyperparameters
The Bayesian optimisation of the hyperparameter set led to penalty factors of l1 and l2 of linear weights being 0.0103, l2 on the bias being 0.0048, and l2 on the dense network of 0.0003. This appears to have led to a good ultimate claim amount prediction, but claim count predictions performing slightly poorer on holdout data.
Although both claim count and claim paid were normalised to means of 1.0 prior to fitting, payments are more variable and consequently contribute a higher proportion of the total squared loss; so it is possible that having the same hyperparameters for both may have led to optimizing the fit of paid while neglecting count.
For the risk pricing applications, Table 3 shows a reasonable lift and also reasonable matching between modelled and actual payments. This suggests the model is able to correctly distinguish higher and lower risk pricing factors within the portfolio.
With these hyperparameters, the weight attributed to the interpretable model compared to the neural model remained at 71% for claim count and 54% for claim paid, with the lack of weighting of the neural model suggesting that the simpler approach continued to be quite important despite the neural net components. Table 4 shows the average absolute value of weights in the dense layers. A small amount of regularisation appears to be helpful to the fit of the residual model, increasing its weight, but as expected, as weight decay is increased towards higher values, the contribution of the neural network to the blended model diminishes. Due to random initialisation of the network for training, there is some variation in the results.
Regularisation
Extending with Freeform Data-Claim Description
There are a number of examples outside actuarial modelling that incorporate unstructured data into neural network models. Typically, this is done by using a pre-trained network for the type of data, such as VG-16G for images, Word2Vec for words, or BERT (Devlin et al. 2018 ) for sentences. The intermediate outputs of the pre-trained model are used as features for the main model.
However, we are not aware of any academic publications to date applying it within the domain of claims reserving. To demonstrate the earlier claims in Section 1.3, an example would be to extend the model to use freeform text incident descriptions. The incident description for each claim consists of a short phrase manually entered by claims staff describing the claim, e.g., 'insured damaged phone'. The code is available at: https://gist.github.com/JackyP/99141e403df720a2e752b9bbf08e428c.
The adjustments to the modelling process are as follows: the training dataset consists of the associated incident description and the corresponding subset of the policy-claims data from Section 3 that have had claims. Sentences are tokenised into integer vectors with each vector representing a word. Then, the pre-trained BERT network converts these vectors into an intermediate representation.
These are then incorporated as additional features into an expanded model.
Conclusions
We extended the use of risk-pricing residual networks to granular reserving applications by introducing a claims development percentage sub-network with a softmax layer to produce a multi-task claim count and paid output, and found it had good performance benchmarked against a traditional PPCI approach when trained on sufficient dataset size.
In regards to interpretability, the softmax layer ensures claims development percentages sum to 100%, and consequently allows separation of risk pricing and claims development effects, whilst also jointly fitting them in a single model. In addition, we also introduced and discussed the concept of separate regularisation between linear and deep effects as a penalty on 'unexplainability'.
For practical application on large insurance datasets, we tested the use of Adam optimiser with learn rate search, "1cycle" policy optimisation, and setting of reasonable initial bias values. We found this led to effective results, and reasonable training times enabled Bayesian cross-validation optimisation algorithms to be accessible.
To demonstrate the flexible nature of neural networks, the model was also extended with a pre-trained BERT model to use the incident description as a freeform text input for predicting claim payments.
Overall while neural networks techniques for granular loss reserving remains nascent, we anticipate significant opportunities for it to continue developing in the future.
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